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Another Nobel Laureate Visits UNIST
Dr. Ada Yonath Visits UNIST for a Special Lecture to Commemorate the Day of Chemistry

New tree was planted on Nobel Garden in UNIST. To give an inspiration and challenge to UNIST
students, UNIST has established the Nobel Garden
where trees are planted in honor of Nobel laureates
visiting UNIST. Before Ada Yonath visited, there
were four trees: Dr. Tim Hunt in Physiology or Medicine (2001), Dr. Konstantin Novoselov in Physics
(2010), Dr. John Gurdon in Physiology or Medicine
(2012) and Dr, Ei-ichi Negishi in Chemistry (2013).
On March 21, Ada E. Yonath visited UNIST as

the fifth visitor
who won the Nobel
Prize. She visited
UNIST to give a lecture for celebrating
the Day of Chemistry in Ulsan. Ada
Yonath is a crystallographer who have
studied the function
and structure of ribosome. She won
the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry with her
colleagues Venkatraman
Ramakrishnan and Thomas
Steitz in 2009 as
revealing three dimensional structure and function
of ribosome which is a subcellular organelles that
concerns protein synthesis and gene delivery. She became the first Israeli woman Nobel laureate and the
fourth woman Nobel laureate in the world.
The lecture was about Dr. Yonath’s main subject of
research, ribosomes. Since the audience was mainly
university and high school students, doctor started
out the lecture with the explanation of the proteins;
the proteins perform nearly all of the essential func-

UNIST Showed the
Highest Employment Rate in Korea

UNIST showed the highest employment and graduate school entrance rate
among Korean universities in 2014.
83% of UNIST students who graduated in 2014 went to graduate school
and 72% of the rest succeeded in getting a job in top companies such as
Samsung, LG Displays, etc.
UNIST considers it’s thanks to 100%

percent English spoken lectures, convergence education system, world top
professors and state-of-the-art research
and education facilities.
UNIST is sure that they will grow
to the global leaders who contribute
to the prosperity of humankind as its
vision reads.
Public Relations Team

tions in the lives of all organisms. There are numerous
types of proteins such as receptor, structural, signaling, gene regulatory proteins and so on. Then, she
explained about the function of ribosomes in forming
countless bonds so that they produce proteins. They
are like the universal factories that produce proteins
continuously by decoding the genetic information in
all living cells. The last part of the lecture was the
doctor’s current research issue, antibiotics targeting
ribosomes, in terms of crystallography. The lecture
ended up successfully with Q&A section and taking a
group photograph in front of the auditorium.
During the interview, Dr. Yonath mentioned she
was very impressed by not only the shape and size
of UNIST’s facilities, but also the level people in
UNIST. Also, she promised to visit UNIST again
when it turns out a Nobel laureate. She emphasized
throughout her life, the first, second, and third thing
as a scientist to bear in mind is to be curious about
everything and love what you do right now. Her goal
is to search for the profound truth about the origin of
life as long as she can, she added at last.
Ji-Won Lee
wldnjs919@unist.ac.kr
Joon-Hee Lee
joonhs9310@unist.ac.kr

Professor Pann-Ghill Suh Receives
‘The 7th Asan Medical Award’

Prof. Pann-Ghill Suh (School of Life
The Asan Medical Award is given to
Science) is selected as the winner of the scholars with great achievements
the 7th Asan Medical Award.
for human health by Asan foundation.
Prof. Suh is awarded for discovering
the mechanism of cancer development
and metastasis through study of cell
signalling.
Public Relations Team
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UNIST Begins World’s Top
‘Advanced Management Program’

The Graduate School of Technology
Management (GSTM) opened a world
class Advanced Management Program
(AMP) last March 19th.
AMP is a program that helps business executives build leadership skills
and global visions in their business
fields.
UNIST GSTM focuses on providing
both the latest trends in technology and
related knowledge of management; its
participants can play key roles in the
creative economy nation-wide and also
make new growth in the power of Ulsan.

31 executives with outstanding ability in Ulsan, including a director from
Hyundai Heavy Industries, and a director from SK chemical are registered in
this program.
Kooyul Jung said, “One of the best
things about UNIST is that we have
great convergence education curriculum between technology and management. With this, we will provide a
quality program to help them become
leaders of tomorrow who will lead
global industries
Public Relations Team

Doubling Capacities of
Lithium Secondary Batteries

Prof. Hyun-Kon Song (School of few layer of graphene.
Energy and Chemical Engineering)
The work was published in Angeand Dr. Hyun Kuk Noh doubled the wandte Chemie International Edition.
capacity of lithium secondary batteries by coating nanoparticular lithium
manganese oxide (LMO) spinel with a
Public Relations Team

Stable & Efficient
New Nanocatalyst Developed

UNIST and Daegu-Gyeongbuk
Medical Innovation Foundation
Agreed to Cooperate in Developing
a ‘First-In-Class Drug’

UNIST and Daegu-Gyeongbuk Medical Innovation Foundation (DGMIF)
had agreement ceremony last March
17th to symbolize their cooperation in
developing a first-in-class drug.
UNIST and DGMIF have already set
out on a research project to develop
a smart anticancer drug. UNIST will

help with the transfer of technologies,
which will assist in the outcome of this
project, and commercializing this drug
under the terms of this agreement.

Prof. Sang Hoon Joo (School of
This work was selected as ‘Hot PaEnergy and Chemical Engineering) per’ In Angewandte Chemie Internadeveloped new nanocatalyst that are tional Edition.
based on carbon nanotubes/heteroatom-doped carbon (CNT/HDC) coresheath nanostructures.
Public Relations Team

Public Relations Team

National Scientist came to UNIST
Prof. Gwang Soo Kim, one of world
most renowned scientist in chemistry
field, newly started his career as a professor at UNIST.
Among only 11 national scientists,
Prof. Kim is the only one who studies in
chemistry field. He has worked at POSTECH for 26 years since 1988 and is
being given research fund of 150 million
Won per year for 15 years by Korean government.
Since his coming to UNIST, it truly became world top university in chemistry
field.
Public Relations Team

UNIST Journal wants to hear your stories.
write to us.
speak to us.
message us.
contact us.

Hae-Min Lee, Editor-in-Chief
hmeeni@gmail.com
Ji-won Lee, Vice Editor-in-Chief
jw919@naver.com
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The King of the Extracurricular Activities
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Joonhyung Jeong Talks About the World Outside of UNIST

Joonhyung Jeong (far left), (center)

“ I’m obviously flattered.” This was the first response of Joonhyung Jeong who is in fourth year, majoring in business administration, when he was called
“the father of extracurricular activities”. Extracurricular activity, often referred to as “The blossom of college life”, maybe one of the most interesting concerns
of UNISTARs who want to experience new things
rather than just study academics. Joonhyung, who has
this very interesting nickname which invokes other
students’ interests, said that the reason why he first
started applying to and organizing contests and other extracurricular activities is that he got bored with
campus life at UNIST after his discharge from military service when he was a second year student. Fortunately, he made a good start by working in a publicity campaign held by Kyungnam bank.
“Whenever I am asked my thoughts about these
activities, I always recommend that my juniors challenge themselves to experience the world outside of
UNIST!” He strongly argued that it is important for
students to broaden their perspective and experience

more. “Although I cannot say that it has direct connections with getting a job, you can meet so many
different types of people from other universities and
there are a lot of things to learn from these experiences.” In the business field, it is necessary to meet
people, negotiate, and co-operate. Therefore, having
more chances to work with other people is helpful for
future job performance.
Besides, extracurricular activities are very useful,
practical experience. In his case, he didn’t know anything about video editing or planning a project, but he
learnt those things by working with others and challenging himself. He has even won a prize for making
a short film, and he is going to teach UNIST students
about visual editing through the tutoring program held
by the Technology Management Student Council.
Asked what his most memorable activity has been,
he said that he had been to Europe recently with his
rowing team through a dream trip program held by
the Korean Student Aid Foundation (KOSAF) where
the team was responsible for planning their specific

dream trip to Europe.
“I really enjoyed that activity, because I not only
had a chance to go to Europe for free, but also had the
responsibility for being a representative of UNIST. I
think it is one of the most powerful driving forces for
a person to be entrusted with this role and to meet
it with good results.” As UNIST has been recently
established, increasing awareness of the school is on
ongoing task for UNIST and the students, in order to
achieve the goal of being ranked within the world top
20 science and engineering universities by 2020, and
in the top 10 by 2030. He hopes that other students
will also take on the responsibility to make a good impression of UNIST when they work in various fields
of activity.

Da-Som Seong
ektha0012@unist.ac.kr

The Jaywalking Paradigm

Professor Myunwoo Lee Gives a Special Lecture at the University of Michigan

Professor Myunwoo Lee

Myunwoo Lee, the Chaired Professor of the UNIST
school of Design and Human Engineering, was invited to give a special lecture regarding Creativity at
the University of Michigan, on Friday, February 21,
2014. Also an alumnus of the University Of Michigan
College Of Engineering, he is a renowned entrepreneur who specializes in high-touch products, and is
the first Korean to be invited to the podium.
He started his talk about how his entrepreneurship
began in a small dorm apartment with his roommate.
His roommate was an African American, and spent
a lot of time braiding his hair, even if it took a lot
of money and hours of time. Jokingly, he said that a
machine that could braid hair would be useful. This

small conversation was the start of the professor’s
career in high-touch products. High-touch means
the use of human engineering design to make beauty
products. Some examples of his products are nanotechnology hair-extension machines to cover up balding, and semi-permanent eyelash extension machines.
However, the life he led is just a depiction of his essential philosophy, dubbed the Jaywalking Paradigm.
In his speech, he pointed out 3 aspects of this philosophy. First, you need to look at paradigms and paradigm shifts, and not hold on to a momentary phenomenon. A good example that Prof. Lee gave was the
bankruptcy of Detroit. Before the bankruptcy, Detroit
was ‘stuck’ in the old paradigm, and was not able to
adapt to the shift of paradigm, which eventually led to
their downfall. In addition, during the interview with
Prof. Lee, he said that Silicon Valley is also an ‘old’
paradigm, with only 5 years left before halting, unless
there are seeds of next-generation industry. Taking
your business to Silicon Valley may make profits, but
it does not have the right kind of paradigm anymore,
because of the completely rigid situation. He also said
that an example of this old paradigm in Korea is the
city of Ulsan. Stuck in the pride of the highest GDP in
Korea, he said that there is no sense of risk in the citizens. The essential factor for development and evolution is a sense of risk and without this, Ulsan would
become an old paradigm, not able to match the shifts.
The second aspect in his philosophy is seeing beyond
the simple eye. This means always being creative. He

said creativity is not something you can nurture during your childhood. Rather, it is a logical process of
combining two abilities into one compound. The first
ability is to make a vague idea into a real idea, and the
second ability is to make that real idea come into real
life. In order for this progress to happen in a company,
you need the following three people: the Daydreamer,
the Handyman, and the Bumblebee. The day dreamer
is the person who makes up the ideas, and the Handyman is the person who initiates this idea into real life.
The bumblebee is the one who promotes the initiated
idea into a successful product.
He concluded the lecture by talking about the third
aspect, which was ‘vision’. Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, and other successful people had not had their
visions from the start. Rather, the visions were analyzed by other biography authors after their success.
In other words, you don’t have to currently worry
about what is your vision. What you really have to
concern yourself with, is to try something that makes
your heart pound, and makes your breath come in ragged gasps.

Won-Suk Lee
sammysosa2@unist.ac.kr
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How Much Do You Know
About Dorm Security?

A student entering the dorm building using the student ID Card
As several accidents have occurred first floor and will operate posts startin dormitories both in and outside of ing in mid-April.
UNIST, there has been increasing conAll of the great and small incidents,
cern about the dormitory safety.
from a Serve-One staff member being
Currently, UNIST has 9 dormitory attacked to a male student entering a
buildings- from building 301 to 309. female dormitory, were well-handled
There are also 5 guard posts includ- by the school. However, there is no
ing 2 posts that are not yet fully op- guarantee that similar incidents won’t
erational, and each one is in charge of happen again in UNIST dormitories.
guarding 1 to 3 buildings. The General
To make the dormitories safe and seAffairs Team manages over-all campus cure, the school and students living in
security including the dorm. In detail, the dorms have to make efforts togeththe Student Supporting Team takes re- er. Jin-sung Kim, a staff in the General
sponsibility for buildings 306 and 307, Affairs Team, states “We will try our
and Serve-One takes care of the rest best to make a safer place for students
of the buildings. They control visitor to live. Even though students who
access, go on patrol and take care of want to go to cafeterias and convenemergency situations.
ience stores will be inconvenienced,
The General Affairs Team said that these measures are for the students’
they are discussing and implementing safety, so please understand these and
several measures to reinforce the dorm follow the dormitory rules.”
safety. The team has set up a guard
post next to building 305 and started
operating the post since March 20th.
Furthermore, for buildings 306 and
Go-Eun Choi
307, the team blocked the doors on the
gochoi@unist.ac.kr

UNIST in Seoul

Did You Know There is a UNIST Recruitment Office in Gangnam?
bridgehead,” said Dr. Dennis Kim,
Admissions Officer of UNIST.
According to him, the office is also
used as an admission office for the
graduate school. Although the number
of visitors from high school outnumbers the number of undergraduates,
he believes it a sensible idea to run a
“bridgehead” of UNIST in Seoul. Dr.
Kim also remarked on how other universities (KAIST and POSTECH) set
good examples of managing offices in
Seoul. POSTECH, for example, has
opened its own Admissions Office on
the first floor of the POSCO building
in Gangnam. They do similar things to
the UNIST Admission Office, but due
to successful advertisements, there are
always lots of people there. Dr. Kim
Walking around Gangnam station,
believes that in the very near future,
you may be surprised to see a very
the UNIST Admissions Office will be
familiar sign prominently displayed.
There is a ‘UNIST Admission Adver- similarly widely used.
“We welcome any undergraduate
tising Office’ posted on the wall of a
students
who have business to do in
building near the Seocho station. The
Seoul.
We
welcome anyone as long
office itself is neatly organized and
as
affairs
are
related to UNIST.” Ms.
bigger than it looks from the outside.
Park,
the
Admissions
Officer said. AnRooms and tables are arranged for inother
way
of
better
using
this bridgedividual counseling and feedback, but
why is such an office needed in Seoul? head would be to appeal to undergraduate students. There are lots of clubs
The original purpose of this UNIST
in the university that visit Seoul and
admission advertising office was for
participate on certain events or compehigh school students who wish to be
titions. Also, quite a number of imporUNISTARS to come and get individtant and intriguing seminars take place
ual counselling, and it indeed did a
great job last year by getting over 150 in Seoul. Ms. Park explained that
the office could be used as a place of
student visitors. However, it’s impormeeting and preparing for conferences
tant to note that most of the visiting
for undergraduate students. UNIST
sessions happened during weekends
is still developing and experimenting
since high school students are busy
with several things. The Seoul office
studying weekdays. On weekdays,
unfortunately, literally no high school is also one of UNIST’s experiments.
students visited this place except for in It definitely needs lots of changes and
the application season. So what would modifications.
be a good way to make this place busy
Ha-Il Jung
all week?
hail95@unist.ac.kr
“I dream of this office being a

Desert Island
Where We Always End Up

Seok-Hwan Kim, kaiigelbio@unist.ac.kr
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Spring of UNIST

Photo Essay |
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- Photo Essay -

Floods of assignments, exams, and enormous amounts of books to read may overwhelm us even during this beautiful weather.
UNIST Journal captured the scent of spring before it fled away.

Photo Credits: Go-Eun Choi | Hae-Min Lee

(C) Copyright. All Rights Reserved of All The Photos Used on this Page.
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Division Of General Studies

DGS offers courses in Mathematics and basic sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biology) as well as basic IT and management courses that would provide a solid foundation for students when they study the major fields of their choice. In order to cultivate a wide intellectual horizon, an innovative creativity, and a balanced personality
through cooperative endeavors for each student, we offer essential courses in Humanities, Social Sciences, English, and the Arts.
UNIST’s Official Website

School of Electrical and Computer Engineering

“I want to say that the strongest point of the ECE is that you will be able to have a good career after you graduate. Graduates of the ECE are in great
demand all over the world and our graduates are now employed by many major companies such as Samsung and LG. UNIST also provides the highest quality of education - as well as the best lab equipment - for students of ECE. Many people think that there are so many things to study at ECE
and the studies are really difficult. Some of that is quite true, but if you have passion for what you are studying, you will be able to endure. You will
definitely receive a reward for all of the hard work you have done. There are also many events hosted by the ECE student union to help students get
to know each other.”
Bong-Jo Jo, President of the ECE’s Student Council

School of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering

“In the school of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, there are 2 tracks: Mechanical Engineering (MEN) and Nuclear Science and Engineering (NSE). Students
study specifically according to their tracks on the basis of general physics. Mechanical Engineering is used everywhere, which helps students easily get a job or go
to graduate school. In the field of Nuclear Science and Engineering, there are high demands for talented people, but supply is low, which means there are diverse
ways for students after graduation. I recommend students blend courses that are related well with each other. Also, our department’s enthusiastic professors and
highly bonded students are the pride of our department.”
Da-Young Jeong, Vice President of MAME’s Student Council

Especially
for you,Freshmen.
Article and Interview by Do-Yeon Lee & Hae-Min Lee

Choosing a major is one of the most important decisions that freshmen
can make. This is because the major is related to their future, and students
study their major for more than 3 years. How should they choose their
major well?
To give information about departments, UNIST JOURNAL prepared
explanations from student presidents of each department’s student
council. In UNIST, there are 10 departments with their own characteristics and strengths: Division of General Studies, School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, School of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering,
School of Life Science, School of Design and Human Engineering, School
of Urban and Environment Engineering, School of Energy and Chemical
Engineering, School of Business Administration, School of Materials Science and Engineering, and School of Natural Science.

School of Life Science

“In the School of Life Science, there are two tracks: Biomedical Engineering (BME) and Biological Sciences
(BIO). The goal of the BME track is to apply advanced
biotechnology techniques for the diagnosis, observation
and treatment of diseases. Students analyze the phenomenom of life thorugh biomedical equipment and further
research to cure diseases. On the other hand, the BIO
track offers a chance for a broad learning of life which
are needed for diseases in medical field. After graduation, students can work in government affiliated organizations, industry, can develop medicine, make policy of
biotechnology and can become scientist. There are many
students who think that Life Science is just memorizing. Understanding the flow is
much more important. It is really interesting and fun to study things that happen in
our body, so I don’t want students to get the idea that Life Science is very difficult.”
Hyun-Ju Nam, President of NBC’s Student Council.

School of Material Science and Engineering

“We divide the eras into Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age by
the main materials that people used. Research and development
of materials are not just providing convenience to people but is
opening up a new era with innovation. In the school of
Materials Science and Engineering, there are 2 tracks:
Advanced Materials Science (AMS) and Nano Materials
Engineering (NME). Materials Science and Engineering
and are used extensively in industry. This department
has infinite development possibilities because UNIST
specializes its research with competent faculties, and the
best research infrastructure.”
Young-Geun Park, President of MAME’s Student Council.

School of Design and Human Engineering

“The best thing about DHE is that you can enjoy college life. DHE is renowned for many team projects and sleepless nights but you will
never be alone. If you come to the 9th and 10th floor of EB1, you’ll find many people having night meals together, talking and also doing
team projects even at 12am and at 3am. It is sometimes tiring but fun because you are with everyone else. Also, one of the privileges of
being a DHE student is that you can have close relationships with professors too. In DHE, there are lots of presentations and discussion
sessions so you can also freely express your thoughts and get advice from professors.”
Eun-Ho Jo, President of DHE’s Student Council

School of Urban and Environment Engineering
“In the school of Urban and Environment Engineering, there are three tracks: Environmental Science and Engineering (ESE), Urban
Infrastructure Engineering (UIE) and Disaster Management Engineering (DME). In this department, students can study practical
learning. They can also learn how to improve the quality of life in the face of environmental pollution, climate change and all kinds
of disasters that are around us. In other words, UEE is synthetic study that are blended with many other fields. After graduation,
students can work in diverse fields. They can work in the Ministry of Environment, become professors or work in public enterprises
like the Korea Water Resources Corporation and Korea Land Corporation. UEE can make your dream come true and makes students
be interested in humanity’s welfare as well. UEE students can become excellent engineering experts who will make the future safe
from environment pollution!”
Hae-Min Song, President of UEE’s Student Council.
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School of Natural Science

In the school of Natural Science there are 3 tracks: Physics, Mathematical Science and Chemistry. These are the disciplines that have long been pushing the boundaries
between the known and the unknown. Advances in natural sciences revolutionize the way we understand our universe and also make unprecedented opportunities for
engineering applications. With the current technological advances,new disciplines of natural sciences are emerging while the classical disciplines are converging. This
mutual synergy between science and technology forms a basis for economically and politically sustainable human society. The School of Natural science of UNIST
strives to contribute to our society through academic excellence.
UNIST’s Official Website

School of Energy and Chemical Engineering

“School of Energy and chemical Engineering have 2 tracks: Energy Engineering (ENE) and Chemical Engineering (ACE). Students who
choose this department as a major mainly learn chemistry like organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry and more. There
is diverse research going on including environment-friendly processes, chemical processes, developing new material and energy storage and
change. Since the range of the learning is wide, students can enter energy materials industry and diverse chemistry industry like petro chemistry
and fine chemistry after graduation. We welcome all the students who are energetic and who like chemistry. Our student council has group study
for students who find it hard to follow their studies. So, you don’t have to feel burdened by your major!”
Chan-Ki Lee, President of GEE’s Student Council

School of Business Administration

“In this department, students can learn to develop their mind in their field of interest and how to convey their
thoughts to others. They do a lot of brainstorming and discussing which makes them accept divese ideas that they
have never thought of before. As a result, they can have a broad mind. After they graduate, students can get a
career or study more at graduate school. More specific information of careers after graduate is on the BA website.
The best combination of tracks for BA students is having 2 tracks both in BA. But there are also students who
blend their major with DHE or UEE. If your goal is clear, I think BA is the best department which can be blended
with other departments.”
Ru-By Yi, President of BA’s Student Council

What Professors want to say to you.
In person.

Professors have lot to say when it come to giving advices. UNIST JOURNAL interviewed three Professors: Professor Kwan-Myung Kim, Jae-Phil
Cho and Kook-Joe Shin. Let’s hear about what they want to say about their departments, as well as what they want to say to you.
menting, observing and proving. Design
is all about being creative and thinking
about how you can give influence to the
world with your ideas.

Q. What kinds of people are suitable for DHE?

People who liked to create things from
childhood. We want people who can listen to the voice of their hearts and follow their dreams. You don’t have to be
the master of sketching. We just want
people to be honest with themselves and
listen to their own voice inside.

Q. What are the strong points of
Q. Is there anything you want to DHE in UNIST?
say to freshmen that are interested
in the School of Design and Hu- Many other design schools focus on creman Engineering?
ating new concepts of design, that often
For freshmen who are not quite aware
of the School of Design and Human Engineering (DHE) at UNIST, I must say
that DHE unites design and engineering to create a substantial value in our
society. DHE is different to any other
schools in UNIST in a way that we create things rather than analyzing, experi-

misses out the fundamental engineering
and prototyping stage. In UNIST, we
establish a strong process of design that
includes a prototyping stage. Last year,
in our Creative Design course, the graduates designed new products and produced working prototypes that actually
work.
Professor Kwan-Myung Kim

Q. Is there anything you want to say to freshmen that are interested in
the school of Energy and Chemical Engineering?
The school of energy and chemical engineering is suitable for students who
are interested in green chemical processes, chemical engineering, advanced
materials and energy conversion and storage. Chemical engineering has a very
wide range of studies and currently covers the majority of the industrial areas.
It is very suitable for students who want to carry on their studies after
their bachelor’s degree. I recommend freshmen
students to have a very strong fundamental
knowledge of Chemistry and physics in their first
year at UNIST. I would also like to say: study
English very hard. You must have good English
skills to write and talk about your experiments and
findings to the world. Please, set your goals clearly
and work hard for it.
Professor Jae-Phil Cho

Q. Is there anything that you want to say to freshmen?
When freshmen first come to UNIST, they experience three culture shocks. First, they will be shocked because they leave their home
and stay in a dormitory. Second, all the lectures are in English. Third, studying is deeper and harder compared to high school. All three
things will be difficult for all freshmen because they have never experienced it before. But, I believe that after you overcome these
shocks, you will mature not only academically but as a human being. As time goes by, shocks will be overcome, but you have to
remember that you need your own effort. For example, to follow the English lecture, you should do preparation for every class. Once
you read the text book, you will be able to hear the points that you have read. If you do this continuously, you will have no problem with
English lectures any more after one year.

Lastly, youngsters! Don’t waste your time! Have a dream! Wasting time is a sin. Youth is not eternal, so do what you
want to do now. Having a dream is a privilege for youngsters. Grow your dream and make dream come true!

Professor Kook-Joe Shin
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New Day, Nowruz
A Tradition From the Middle East

Every cultural region celebrates
its own spring holidays and it is the
same for the Middle East too. Well,
the more accurate description of this
region would be the Old Persian lands.
Since three thousand years ago, people
from India, Russia, Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Syria, and many
more, celebrate spring coming with a
festival known as Nowruz. The roots
of this word are ‘nav’ which means
new, and ‘ruz’ which means day in the
Persian language and they combine to
mean New Day.
On this special day people who celebrate this holiday clean their houses.
This habit passed to western countries
in the form of spring cleaning. They
also build huge fires, and athletes and
dancers entertain people on the streets
during this ancient holiday. Teenagers
jump over this huge fire, which in some

Reference: http://irantourismmarket.com/images/haftseen.jpg

countries has a special meaning. Since
this holiday has its origin in Persia, it
also can carry some of the old Zoroastrian belief that fire is a holy thing that
purifies human souls and life. That’s
why in some countries like Azerbaijan
the fire that is used for building huge
festival fires must come from Ancient
Fire Temples.
However, in some countries Nowruz
has a much more simple meaning; it is
just a simple holiday. In the end, every
country that celebrates this holiday can
place different meanings on it since, in
the UN’s General Assembly in 2010,
this holiday was accepted as the International Day of Nowruz. İt is a holiday that gathers friends, neighbors and
families together to cherish the spring
while watching dancers and athletes
entertain.
Talha Ilhan
mtilhan@unist.ac.kr

Fantasy in Drama

The key to Reflecting the Real World

Chun Song-Yi and Do Min-jun from ‘You who came from the star’

“I can read other people’s minds.
That is the evidence.”
“My planet is called KMT 184.05.
I’m from there.”
A craze has arisen for “supernatural
dramas”. SBS has broadcasted a series of dramas, which get high ratings.
“I can hear your mind” got ratings of
20% on average, and “You who came
from the stars” got 24.4%.
What is the reason for this craze? Of
course, it is significant they have innovative material, but that’s not enough
to explain the phenomenon. The two
dramas are obviously romantic dramas, centered on a supernatural power.

The two dramas show the real world
using non-realistic materials, more accurately than those which appear realistic.
“I can hear your mind” centers on
Park Su-Ha, a high student who can
read other people’s minds. He meets
Jang Hye-sung, a public defense lawyer. She is always fearful of defending
a guilty person, so she defends her clients carelessly. However, everything
changed after meeting Su-ha. Su-ha
symbolizes the certainty of the justice. To her, Su-ha’s ability is a power
that can find the truth of a case. Su-ha
helped Hye-sung to be close with a
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A Well-Made Musical ‘Seo-Pyeon-Jae’
Solution for Making Pan-so-ri Alive

There was a ‘Choon- Hyang- Ga’
concert at UNIST on March 20th.
Despite many posters which advertised the event, there were fewer than
30 students in the hall. This shows the
indifference to and unpopularity of
Korean traditional “Pansori” music.
“Seo-Pyeon-Jae” is a musical
which is always in the top 5 of the
musical rankings. It’s many songs
from this musical are mixed with
“Pansori”. One of actresses even majored in ‘pansori’. Then, what makes
“Seo-Pyeon-Jae” such a popular and
a well-made-musical?
Firstly, there are a number of talented actors in “Seo-Pyeon-Jae”. JiYeon
Cha, who plays “SongWha” was
awarded the best actress prize for her
part in this musical. She has an appealing voice which touches the audience. Michael Lee, who acts “Dong
Ho”, is the hottest musical actor nowadays. On the other hand, there is an
actress who put Korean emotions into
all of the songs. Her name is JaRam
Lee, who majored in Korean music.
In addition to these actors, there are
many celebrated actors in “Seo-Pyeon-Jae”
This play also has an interesting
storyline. SongWha and DongHo
are half-siblings. They roam the
whole country following their fa-

ther “U-Bong” who pursues the ‘real
sound’ of “Seo-Pyeon-Jae”. However, DongHo wanted to sing western
songs, so he ran away from home.
After he had gone, U-Bong became
more obsessed with finding the real
sound for “Seo-Pyeon-Jae”, so he
made SongWha blind to give her resentment for singing that song. After
U-Bong’s death, SongWha wanders
everywhere to avoid meeting Dongho. However, Dongho finally found
her and request her to sing pansori
without revealing his identity.
Finally, there are so many attractive
and moving songs in “Seo-PyeonJae”. Most songs in this musical were
made by Il-Sang Yoon, who is one of
the most famous composers. For this
musical, an orchestra, both western
and Korean, is used on-stage. This
connects the music with the emotion
of the acting very effectively.
“Seo-Pyeon-Jae”, even with songs
from the unpopular genre of pansori,
could be the top musical because of
these reasons. So, how about making
pansori friendlier by following “SeoPyeon-Jae’s” example?
“Seo-Pyeon-Jae” finishes showing
on 11th of May, 2014 at the Universal
Art Center, Seoul
Soo-Hyun Han
hsh940716@unist.ac.kr

truth of case using his ability, and Hyesung gets the power to defend the accused from him. She becomes a competent lawyer.
“You who came from the star” main
character Do Min-jun is an alien and
has lived the last 400 years in Korea
without aging. He also has superior
sight and hearing, telekinetic abilities and the power to stop time. Chun
Song-Yi, is a famous actor with a dying career. Lee Ja-kyung threatened
Chun Song-Yi’s life. He kills anyone
who crosses him. This power means
society itself. The crisis of Chun SongYi is too big for her to overcome by
herself. She symbolizes the individual.
The existence of Do Min-Jun is helping this individual overcome the crisis.
It reveals that “You who came from
the star” centers on not a fight between
alien and psycho pass, but a process of
solving problem by heroic existence.
The two dramas’ main tactic is simple: to reflect real word with non-re-

alistic things. “I can hear your mind”
shows the truth of the world, and how
hard the truth is to appear. Su-ha symbolizes the assurance of justice, and
shows the process of it. Eventually, we
can know that the most important thing
we consider when dealing with human
beings is trust and taking care of others.
It’s a simple thing, but to understand it,
we need a bridge such as supernatural
power. “You who came from the star”
shows the ideal world for viewers to
escape into. In other words, it reflects
the coldness of society and Do’s power
helps them get away from it. It finally
shows the hope for modern life. When
we show Do’s power saves Song-Yi’s
career and life, we also get a new power to overcome our own hardness, even
though we will not have a power like
him. That may be the core reason for
to explain the current craze.
Seung-Ryul Lee
nicklapin@unist.ac.kr
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LIFE Photo Exhibition

“To see life, to see the world”
was a motto of LIFE magazine
founded by Henry Luce. LIFE
magazine which publishes photos taken by the best photographers was one of the most
beloved magazines in the 20th
century. It had famous and rare
photos and made photojournalism popular. 13 million copies
of magazines were sold each
week. Among 9 million photos
in LIFE, 130 photos are exhibited in LIFE photo exhibition in
Busan culture center from Jan
5th to April 12th.
The exhibition has 3 categories: People, Moment, and It’s
Life. In the People section, there
are photos of famous people
in diverse fields. For example,
there are Adolf Hitler, Winston
Churchill, Charlie Chaplin, Audrey Hepburn, Muhammad Ali,
Kim Koo and more. The photos
of 2 people who are regarded

as competitors or cooperators
are exhibited side by side. It
allows visitors to compare and
find similarities among them by
seeing their life through photos.
Adolf Hitler and Winston Churchill, Charlie Chaplin and Dr.
Albert Schweitzer are exhibited
together.
In the Moment section, there
are moments of historical events
especially wars. There are photos of World War ||, the Vietnam
War, the Korean War and the
Cold War. The photos show the
humanity rather than the desperate and horrible aspects of war.
It shows the companionship
among soldiers expressing sadness and helping each other. Beside moments of war, there are
photos of firsts things in history
that were done like Neil Armstrong stepping on the moon for
the first time, showing color 3-D
movie, and voting during the
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first free elections in Korea.
The last part of the exhibition
is It’s Life section which exhibits photos of the little things in
everyday life. Unlike the other 2
sections, it’s more familiar. For
example, a photo shows children watching a puppet show,
students kissing, and men stuck
in a packed subway. The audience can empathize because it
describes mundane things.
Through the LIFE Photo Exhibition, visitors can feel many
things through the photos. They
can recall the past in the People
and Moment section, and at the
It’s Life section, they can feel
sympathy. As mentioned above,
the LIFE Photo Exhibition is an
opportunity to find wonderful
stories from history and from
life.
Do-Yeon Lee
dy1238@unist.ac.kr

Movies of Spring and First Love
“First love”, is the common keyword of these three movies below.
They are properly coordinating with
spring when love flourish like cherry
blossoms are in full bloom.
Flipped (2010, US)
The movie begins with Bryce’s
moving. Juli, who
lives in front of
Bryce’s
house,
fell in love with
him, but he’s
not. Despite of
his indifference,
Juli doesn’t give
up on him, and
finally
made
him to love her.
“Flipped” shows the process of falling
in love gradually. It also shows both
character’s point of view, so the viewer
can understand both character’s stance,
which is the most interesting element
of this movie. If you want to see pure
and honest love, how about watching
this movie?
A speed of 5 centimeters a second
(2007, Japan)
There was a
little sensation
among
men
who’ve seen this
animation since
it took the viewer’s (especially
men) memory
about their first
love. In this
film, the hero is
missing his first love more than hero-

ine. This animation is divided with 3
parts, in a time sequence. In part 1, the
heroes, who are in middle school, fall
in love with each other. However, they
live far apart. Therefore, in Part 2, the
hero, who became a high school student, just misses her. In Part 3, the hero
and heroine have fully grown, but they
are not connected any more, and the
animation ends with a song. The song,
“one more time, one more chance”,
makes the finishing stroke to viewers.
It’s synchronized with this mournful
story. It’s recommended for men with
a memory of sad first love.
You are the apple of my eye (A
girl, who we loved at that period.
2012, Taiwan)
There was a
boom about first
love in Korea.
This movie put
the power at this
boom. A boy, who
is childish, fell in
love with a girl,
who is smart and
mature. Despite
of their difference in action, they feel
fancy each other. However, they are
just friends because the boy doesn’t
propose to her. The most attractive element of this movie is that it’s realistic.
The other movies, which tell the story of first love, are almost ended with
character’s death or tragedy. So, it’s
not really touches viewer’s heart.
Soo-Hyun Han
hsh940716@unist.ac.kr

Yun-Jae Lee, dbswo60@unist.ac.kr (from Graphos)

Spring Outside UNIST
Spring has begun and here is some
news about spring festivals and dating
place. It is for students who are not satisfied with the spring scene at UNIST.
You can enjoy spring with your mate,
or friends in these places.
Ulsan holds many festivals in the
spring. For example, Ulsan Jakcheonjeong cherry blossom festival is held
now, after the flowers start to bloom.
It is at Ulju-gun Samnam-myeon Gyodong-li. You can reach here by the 323
bus, getting off the bus at the Jakcheonjeong entrance. You can enjoy spring
with good friends, yummy foods, and
spectacular scenes. You can also go to
Mugeodong river festival and enjoy
beautiful cherry blossoms too, by taking the 337 bus, and getting off the at
Good Samjeong Hospital. Cherry blossom festivals are common. Go to other
cities if you are not satisfied with just
Ulsan flower festivals.
If you want a different spring, not
with flowers, I recommend you to go
another province. Busan, not far away
from here, holds a Lotus lantern festival until 4/27. Have you seen Disney’s
animation ‘Tangled’? Imagine lanterns
in Tangled are shining all around. It
must be wonderful. Enjoy!
You might be terrified of big festi-

vals and want to be alone, or just with
a friend. Then how about Daewang-am
park? It is very big park that is near Ilsan beach. You can see both forest and
ocean, feel the cool wind and fresh air,
and smell the sea. Take your picture in
a pretty monument called the ‘Hope
postbox’. Also there is a pine-tree couple (Bubusong namu) at the peak of
rocky mountain. Daewang-am park is
a very attractive spot to picnic. However, it’s quite far from UNIST. You need
to get on the 133 bus and it takes nearly 2 hours. If you don’t prefer to travel
for a long time, Guyeong park may be
suitable, as it is near the UNIST. You
just need to get on the 733 or 133 bus
and get off at the Woomirin 2nd apt.
Enjoy the calm air at the bridge on the
brook. Although it is near downtown,
it’s quiet place at night.
It’s perfect spring weather nowadays, temperature, humidity, and everything is excellent. Why don’t you
go outside and enjoy them, not settle
down in your dormitory? It makes you
happy, confident, and vigorous. Look
for other attractions that are not introduced in this article.
Seung-Guk Park
koued17890@unist.ac.kr
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Can Men and Women Become Friends?

Jack and Mary met in London in
20. Jack thought she was attractive
while she thought he was stubborn
idiot. However, as time passed, they
discovered they like each other. Now
their relationship has advanced into
something more than friendship. Multiple phone calls per day, soul baring
conversations and more have become
a routine. They aren’t officially a couple. Are Mary and Jack friends? What

if they even had some sexual relations
occasionally? Can you still see them as
friend?
Friend is actually very subjective
word because everyone may have different definitions based on their point
of view. The famous philosopher Aristotle defined friends as ‘One soul living in two bodies’. There even exists
a word ‘platonic friend’ which stands
for ideal friendship that is non-sexual
and pure. Psychologist Robert Hays
described the relationship as ‘A voluntary interdependence between two
persons over time that is intended to
facilitate socio-emotional goals of the
participants and may involve varying
types and degrees of companionship,
intimacy, affection and mutual assistance.’ Now, what are the ‘type sand
degrees’ of friendship? This ultimately
leads to the question, “can heterosexual men and women become friends?”
Male – Female friendship first got
its spotlight from the feminist movement in the 1960s. As women began to

Importance of Sports in Academic Life

work on equal ground in social situations, the opportunity for opposite sexes to interact naturally increased. Over
50 years have passed and now friendships between the sexes have become
much more common. For instance,
American Demographics magazine
found that 18~24 year olds had nearly 4 times more probability of having
friends of the opposite sex than those
older than 55. The research in 1985, reported out of 70 female senior citizens,
less than 4 percent answered to having
male friends.
However, an attraction can make
friend-couple boundaries to faint. Psychological research in 2000 by Walid
Afifi showed approximately half of
surveyed people engaged in sexual activity with a platonic friend. The most
interesting fact is that 4 types of attraction were identified after analyzing
hundreds of interviews regarding close
friend of the opposite sex. Among
these types, “objective physical / sexual attraction,” held more than half of
the share while ‘subjective physical /
sexual attraction” held one third. Objective attraction means people could
see why others found their friend attractive and subjective attraction is
physical wants without longing for serious partnership. Therefore, more than
half of people could find why their op-
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posite sex friend is attractive and 33%
of people just met opposite sex friend
for physical wants!
In a survey of UNISTARs, out of
100 students, 78 thought it is possible
for men and women to become friends.
However, many students who replied
to “Yes” added some preconditions.
The precondition was that men and
women must have gone through ‘some
relationship’ before progressing into
just friends. “Some relationship’ refers
to status when both women and men
have good feeling toward each other. It
can end in becoming couples, friends
and nothing. The majority of UNISTARs thought only after experiencing
this, can men and women begin to see
each other as friends and not as someone with different gender.
Besides, it is very unwise to kick
half of the world’s population out of
pool of potential friends. As Aristotle
mentioned that one soul living in two
bodies is a friend, it doesn’t really matter whether two bodies own same sex
chromosomes or not.
Jong-Keun Kim
jkk7391@unist.ac.kr
Hye-In Jeong
junghi2167@unist.ac.kr

Interesting Theory Related to
Economics: Prisoner Dilemma

Reference: http://photo.elsoar.com/kids-and-sports-hd-photo-gallery-part-i.html

Have you ever heard about the
saying “a healthy mind is in healthy
body”? Studying is the most important
thing for students. However, it is not
only your studies that play a main role
in academic success. There are many
things to consider to succeed in academic life. One is physical exercise.
It is necessary in order to keep studies
effective and well organized. How can
sports or exercises help students to be
more successful in academic life?
First of all, doing sports is one of
the necessary things a person has to do
during his or her whole life. Any sport
will be helpful to be healthy and there
are no sports which can harm health.
Even if someone is already doing well
in studies, all of the achievements are
of no use without health.
Sports can have a positive effect on
academic achievement by improving
academic progress. The reason for that
is that every sport has its own discipline. The rules are definite and strict;
rules have to be followed in order to
succeed. This discipline teaches how
to follow the rules and organize time.
It develops self-control and strengthens the power of endurance. Sports are
complementary for studies and very
important in mental development, as
“a healthy mind is in a healthy body”.
There are many benefits of sports or
exercises to the different parts of human body. Exercise has been shown to
ease anxiety, improve mood, and fight
depression. It promotes the release of
a mood-lifting brain chemical called
serotonin and the release of endor-

Reference: http://college.wfu.edu/WakeStudySpace/open-rooms

phins, natural feel-good painkilling
substances. Moderate exercise stimulates circulation and brings oxygen and
nutrients to the skin. Sweating, which
is increased by exercise, allows the
body to excrete wastes via the surface
of the skin. Regular exercise increases
lung capacity, strengthens and builds
heart muscle so that it pumps more effectively, and consequently reduces the
chance of getting heart disease.
Also, regular exercise boosts the
immune system and can significantly reduce the risk of developing high
blood pressure and can help lower
blood pressure. Regular exercise can
prevent and control type 2 diabetes.
Exercise helps insulin to work better
and also makes cells more sensitive
to the effects of insulin – two ways to
improve how body deals with sugar. It
also builds and strengthens muscles,
which can protect the bones and joints
from injury. Strong muscles also give
stability and improve balance and coordination.
There is a big difference between
studying with sports and without.
There are many sports that can be done
at UNIST. There are many sport clubs
such as table tennis, taekwondo or
boxing. If students don’t have time for
clubs or want to do individual sports,
they can do the sports like running or
swimming. Any exercise is useful and
any kind of exercises or sports helps us
to develop both physically and mentally.
Zhonibek Khalilov
zhonibek@unist.ac.kr

Suppose you and a partner are arrested as criminals. You are placed in
separate cells and given a choice. The
police say you can either confess all or
remain silent. You do not know what
choice your partner will make.
- If both you and a partner betray
each other, both you and a partner will
serve 7 years in prison.
- If you betray a partner but a partner remains silent, you will be free and
partner will serve 15 years in prison.
- If a partner betrays you but you remain silent, a partner will be free and
you will serve 15 years in prison.
- If both you and partner remain silent, both you and partner will only
serve 5 years in prison.
The year of
being imprisoned
you/your
peer

Confess

Remain
silent

Confess

7/7

0/15

Remain
silent

15/0

5/5

Then what’s your choice in this situation? Most economists said both you
and your partner will choose to confess, thus betraying the other. Why?
In terms of economics, you and your
partner are assumed as too reasonable
since both try to make a choice for
their advantages. Therefore, to confess
will be the best choice to these people
regardless of other’s choice. In case of
confessing, you could, at best, walk
free; and at worst, get 7 years in prison. However, if you remain silent, you
could serve 15 years in prison if your

peer betrays you. Accordingly, to confess looks like good for individual but,
in fact, it is not. Actually, this choice
leads you and your peer toward the
worst situation. Even though both remaining silent would be the best method (because both of them can serve the
shortest time in prison and remaining
silent is good for the criminal group),
they are about to go through tough way
(because the criminal is announced to
the world and both of them serve not 5
years but 7 years in prison) due to their
self – centered mind. This situation is
called ‘prisoner dilemma’. We can apply this situation in our real life. For
example, the substituent both A and
B(ex : pepsi, coca-cola) will lower the
price to collect consumer more than the
other yet it lets both them make a loss.
Is ‘prisoner dilemma’ always right?
What if the relationship between two
prisoners is blood relationship? Will
you betray your partner? You maybe
say “No”. Now, it uncovered gradually that this not always applies to all
situations by several research. According to some experiment, about 56% of
criminals do not betray their partner.
This might show that the person not
always acts for their self - interest and
there exists affection between people.
Don’t you think that ‘prisoner dilemma’ looks like criticizing current society that there are a lot of selfish people
by stating that personal selfishness for
advantage can occur the worst? What
are your thoughts about this theory?
Hye-In Jeong
junghi2167@unist.ac.kr
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The Miracle
of
the
Taehwa
River
From the River of Death to its Resurrection

More than four thousand daces have
been returned to the Taehwa River recently. A dace is a kind of a small fish,
which belongs to family Cyprinidae,
usually living in the sea and returning
to the limpid river in spring to spawn.
The water pollution in the Taehwa
River was serious in the past due to the
wastewater from land. However, daces have been returning to Ulsan since
2009, and it’s known as “the miracle of
the Taehwa River”.
Originally, the Taehwa River was a
clear river famous for Asian clam. In
1962, Ulsan was designated as a major industrial region, and as the city
has developed day by day, industrial
wastewater and domestic sewage had
flown into the river severely. In the
1990s, the water quality of the Taehwa
River went below Grade 4, and turned
into “the river of death”. Moreover,
salmon died en masse in 2000 and that
brought the issue of the purification of
the Taehwa River to foreground.
Ulsan City then promoted ‘The Resurrection Project’ in 2000, including
‘The Declaration of Ecopolis Ulsan’ in
2004 and ‘Taehwa River Master Plan’
in 2005. Approximately nine hundred
billion won of government and mu-

nicipal expenditure was invested in
this project and it was divided into the
expansion and maintenance of sewage
disposal plants to block the inflow of
pollutants, the dredging of sedimentary sludge to remove pollutants in the
river, and the securement of channel
flow for maintenance to prevent stream
depletion.
For a decade, the water quality of
the Taehwa River has improved from
Grade 6 to Grade 1 and the river
changed as a rich repository of ecological environment, more than seven
hundred species of plants and animals
including thirty-one endangered species inhabit the river. The project improved not only the water quality of
the Taehwa River, but also the ocean
in Ulsan since the pollutants going into
the sea has been blocked as the Taehwa
River has become clearer.
In addition to the improvement of
water quality, Ulsan City made Samho-dong and Taehwa-dong Sip-Ri
Bamboo Grove into a public park,
which was originally used for plantation and dumping. It was first open
in 2007, and became the second largest public park, after the Ulsan Grand
Park. In Feb.2009, Sip-Ri Bamboo

The hottest key words of the past 4
months have been the Crimean peninsula, Ukraine and Russia. Because of
the controversy about territorial rights
between Russia and Ukraine, the news
has been full of talk about the Crimean
peninsula.
The Crimean Peninsula is located
in the southeast of Ukraine and to the
north of the Black Sea. Its geographical position has caused various invasions. For example, The Crimean War,
which was where Florence Nightingale became known for her nursing,
is the typical instance of conflict to
possess the dominancy of Black Sea
by the Crimean Peninsula. Possessed
by everyone from the Ancient Greeks
to Ottoman Turks, the Crimean peninsula was finally transferred to Ukraine
by Russia in 1954. In 1991, this land
was renamed the ‘Crimea Autonomous
Republic’. As 68% of its population
is Russian, the issue of independence
was continuously aroused by public.
On March 16th, with worries from
Russia, Ukraine and the United Nations, the citizens of Crimea held
a vote. Citizens had two options to
choose, whether be part of the Russia Federation or Ukraine. The results
were easily predictable, since over
sixty percent of the public in Crimea
is Russian. With 96.6% for, the agenda
passed easily.
However, other nations, including
the United States and South Korea,
criticized the situation by saying that
the voting was illegal, since the military was heavily involved in. Why is
the United States being so sensitive
of the affairs of other countries which
are thousands of miles away from it?
The most convincing idea behind this
is Crimea’s geographical location. The

Black Sea, which is the body of water
that bridges Europe and Asia, has always been a hot spot for trade throughout history. The United States is also
one of those countries who wants to
take advantage of such a trade route.
However, if Russia takes over Crimea,
Russia will tax the goods that are imported and exported via the Black Sea.
To avoid that, it is very logical for the
United States to argue against the vote.
Vladimir Putin, the President of Russia, on the other hand, welcomed the
result by signing on the agenda that
stated Russia welcomes the Crimea
citizens’ action.
This never ending conflict between
the Russian Federation and the United
States seems to be getting colder today
and even colder tomorrow.

Crimea, What’s Next?

Reference:http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-26367786

Ha-Il Jung
hail95@unist.ac.kr
Moon-Kyung Cho
tachimimi@unist.ac.kr

Forest Bridge, a landmark footbridge
in Ulsan, was constructed and enlarged
into the Taehwa River Grand Park in
2011.
According to the survey of five
hundred Ulsan citizens in 2013, 72.8
percent was satisfied with the Taehwa River, compared to 8.7 percent in
2004, before ‘The Resurrection Project’. Along with more than eightfold
rise of citizens’ contentment, the Taehwa River has turned into an icon of
Ulsan as an ecological metropolis.
Under these comprehensive and systematic schemes, the cooperation with
Ulsan City, local firms, and citizens, a
strong impetus from government, participation and support from various
community members, and a continuous environment preservation from
civil society have been critical success
factors for ‘The Resurrection Project’.
Taehwa River has been transformed
from city’s sewage disposal plant and
‘the river of death’, to the symbol of
prosperity in Ulsan. Overall, Ulsan has
changed from being polluted industrial
city to a renewed city with a resuscitated environment and ecology, along
with the splendid river.
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Reference:http://ulsanonline.com/Culture/?cat=79

Reference:http://newsworld.co.kr/detail.htm?no=983

Ji-Won Lee
wldnjs919@unist.ac.kr

Controversy of the Sochi
Thinking from a Different Viewpoint

Recently, the 2014 Winter Olympics
took place in Sochi, Russia. Everybody all around the world had cheered
on for their country’s team. However,
as all Olympics before have experienced, there was some disruption and
anger regarding favoritism to the host
country: in this case, Russia. In Korea,
some of the most controversial issues
would be the immigration of the athlete Hyun-Soo Ahn to Russia, changing his name to Viktor Ahn. Another
controversy that brought up much interest was related to the silver medal
won by Yuna Kim. Yuna Kim, who
is a national figure skating champion
from Korea, lost to the Russian figure
skater Adelina Sotnikova. This caused
numerous uproars in Korea, and some
foreign broadcasting channels also expressed puzzlement over the results.
Some of the referees that graded the
points were related to the Russian ISU,
and the suspicion of favoritism rose.
Although many people were angered
at the results, the results did not change
in the end.
However, one thing that many people missed was that this favoritism
occurred not only in the figure skating
event. Turning your viewpoint from
the controversy of Yuna Kim, if you
look at the events that unfolded from
a higher perspective, you can see that
there was much more to the Olympics.
Since the Olympics are such an immense event that brings authorities
from every country in the world, political clashes occur. The Sochi Olympics
also had many conflicts, due to the host
country, which had quite a few countries spouting hatred because of several feuds. There were also concerns of
terrorism (which was always an issue

in every Olympic event) that targeted
high officials attending the Olympics,
and concerns of animal rights issues.
Another interesting political conflict
was the arrest of two members of the
punk group Pussy Riot, Nadezhda
Tolokonnikova and Maria Alekhina,
and a group of activists and journalists
by Russian police. Pussy Riot members have urged politicians attending
the Winter Olympics to criticize human rights abuses in Russia. Aside
from the judging issues that arose from
figure skating, there was also uproar in
the men’s hockey tournament, which
was due to a disallowed goal of Russia
that was made after the referees ruled
that the net was moved when the goal
was scored. Overall, there were many
issues politically and athletically concerning the 2014 Sochi Olympics.
Most importantly however, a misjudging was also done by Korea in
the past, and it must not happen in the
next Pyeongchang Olympics. Looking
at the past history in the 1988 Seoul
Olympics, there were numerous controversies of favoritism to Korea. In
the boxing 71kg tournament, Korea’s
champion won against American
champion, Roy Jones JR despite having nearly twice the number of blows
taken. Even the audience and the winner himself were puzzled at the results
of the game, and it was very clear that
favoritism among the judges gave
the gold to Korea. This can be shown
just by statistical numbers: the overall
ranking of Korea rose substantially to
4th place in the Seoul Olympics, in
comparison to the last Olympics which
was 10th.
Won-Suk Lee
sammysosa2@unist.ac.kr
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“The First Movers”

Global Volunteer Program for Future Leaders
The First Movers, global volunteer
program for Future Leaders.
Nowadays, several activities and
programs in UNIST are showing it
will create both helpful and creative
world leaders. One of these programs
is the first overseas global volunteer
service program “The First Movers”,
which furnishes UNIST students with
a huge opportunity to share their scientific knowledge and talents with
younger students abroad. As it is run
by the UNIST International Center,
the volunteering is to be held abroad in
different countries. The First Movers,
as its name suggests, invites students
to move first on helping and sharing
their knowledge and talent. This program`s first wave was to Kyrgyzstan
on the 13th of February 2014 with 23
gifted and talented students. The Project Manager was Jang-Soon Yoon of
the UNIST International Center, and
head of the team was a professor from
the Division of General Studies and
the Director of the Education Center
for Gifted Students, Seung-Bae Park.
Where is Kyrgyzstan? Why it was
chosen as the first country?
Kyrgyzstan is a country located in
the center of Central Asia, which is
known for its unpredictable beautiful
nature and the biggest epic “Manas”
which contains 1,000,000 sentences in
it. Geographically, Kyrgyzstan`s ¾ of
its area is mountain, and its pearl- the
world`s second biggest mountain lake
Yssyk –Kol. Kyrgyzstan declared its
independence on the 31st of August
1991, and now it is under the development. In the education field, except
private schools, many schools are
weak in the science field. The Senior
Manager of the International Center,
Boo-Chan Jang mentioned in the interview, “At first, I tried to choose the
countries that we can help in science
education. CIS (Commonwealth of
Independent States) countries, including Kyrgyzstan, seized my attention,

since they are under development
and try hard to educate people, but
they do not have enough man-power
and know-how on that. Secondly, I
considered the safety of our volunteers. That’s why Kyrgyzstan was
very suitable for the project. We were
convinced that our choice was right
through a survey trip to Bishkek and
Karakol.
Prof. Seung-Bae Park answered,
“We have chosen Kyrgyzstan because
it has a great potential to become
an advanced country. We have seen
smart and creative students in “Kytai” school. We hope that they will remember us after Kyrgyzstan becomes
a better country.”
The program was for two weeks,
and students were placed in two cities and in one village. Team members
not only did voluntary work but also
experienced several culture exchange
programs. There were two parts of
voluntary work, one was labor work
and the other was education programs.
Firstly, in Ivanovka, First Movers
team did wall painting voluntary
work, but most of their time was spent
in the school “Kytai” in one of the

villages of Karakol city. Students divided into three groups: the first group
taught students from 6-7th grades and
the second group worked with 7-8th
grades, the third groups hold classes
with 9-11th grades. All the classes
were mostly in the field of science;
they tried to teach them with funny
activities with making flying balloon
glass, static electricity experiments,
rockets etc. Besides teaching, one day
teachers and students had experienced
house life, family atmosphere and
taste traditional foods.
Sung-Bo Sim (NBC, junior) said,
“It was the best activity in my life,
I`m fully satisfied. Kyrgyzstan was almost paradise; I have seen angels who
are living on the earth. I have seen so
many smiling faces, warm-hearted
kids, and it was pleasure for me to
teach them and make them happier.”
Now, back in Korea he is keeping in
touch with his students by email, and
he calls it a close friendship.
Eun-Chong Kim (DHE, junior)
shared, “I was astonished at the young
kids` love of their country. All of them
have a dream to do something for their
country when they grow up. Even

though they are young and small, they
have big ambitions about Kyrgyzstan,
so it was really glad feeling to teach
these kind of students. She hopes to
continue helping kids abroad after
graduation, too.
Prof. Seung-Bae Park mentioned
this program has so many advantages.
The main thing is participants can become extroverts, self-focused, outgoing people, by teaching a science class
and by talking with people in a foreign
country. Boo-Chan Jang added, “Students joining this program will have
a chance to embody the experience
as global citizens, and know what
the real global standard is. Helping
less fortunate people is the best way
to realize our duty as global citizens.
They will not only to spend their time
for self-improvement, but also to turn
your attention to the people without
opportunities all around world. That’s
the way students could really improve
themselves, I think.
On the 27th of March 2014 at the
UNIST auditorium was “The Completion Ceremony of The First Movers”
where all the members of the program
presented the activities they did and
gave information about all it. At the
final part of ceremony, Jang-Soon
Yoon gave information about the
second wave of the program: “This
summer time, around the last week
of June there will be two teams: one
will go to Kyrgyzstan one more time,
and the other team will be dispatched
to Kazakhstan. After coming back
these countries, two other will go to
Mongolia and Vietnam.” Nowadays
he is preparing with big efforts for the
waves of the volunteer program. We
invite students to move first!
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